
Transidency: Laboratory for Perfecting Fear
Image/mood references for separate areas of the installation

2) ‘Garden’
Bright lighting, birds singing, walls plastered with a fake backdrop / wallpaper. Octagonal shape. 
Lighting = stiplights and spots.
Technical need = 2 sets of stereo speakers.
Other = pebbles, soil, bushes, rolls of lawn.

1) ‘Quarry corridor’ - entry
 Dark, construction site-like corridor. Sterling board used as the material for walls, timber for structure.
Lighting = 1 or 2 spotlights.



3) ‘Costume chamber’
Two rows of costume racks, a few real costumes hang in front of suits or other items of clothing, dimly lit with spots.
(Important to have a feeling of absence of figures, old skins).
Lighting = spotlights.
Other = 6 real costumes (witch, vampire, clown, superhero etc.) + several other pieces of regular clothing 
2 poles, wire + several hangers

4) ‘Corridor with closed doors’
4-6 closed and locked doors divided onto both sides of a dark corridor. Doors have plastic plates describing different 
scenarios or test situations (e.g. Lonely Piano Player). Corresponding sounds will be played back loud enough to be 
audible in the corridor. 
Lighting = spotlights.
Technical needs = 4-6 cd players + 4-6 mono speakers/stereo speaker sets.
Other = 4-6 doors with handles.

3) ‘Dustsheet room’
Different towering forms, sheeted. Lighting very dim.
Lighting = spotlights.
Other = several white plastic/paper sheets + objects/furniture in different sizes.



5) ‘Room ?’
Darkish room with one or many found photographs on one single wall.
Lighting =  one/two spotlights.

6) ‘Laboratory’
The Laboratory is like a switchboard/control room. Its four walls are lined with knobs and buttons that come 
through angled or straight timber boards. The laboratorists (1-3 at a time) will wear white lab coats and head-
phones, randomly twisting and turning the knobs. The actors should not seem too aware of the visitors. The 
lab’s floor is slightly raised and it doesn’t have a roof on it.
Lighting = striplights and spots.
Technical needs = air conditioner?
Other = 1-3 actors, labcoats, headphones


